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From Levinthal to pathways to funnels 

Ken A. Dill and Hue Sun Chan 

A new view of protein folding kinetics replaces the idea of 'folding pathways' with the broader notions of 

energy landscapes and folding funnels. New experiments are needed to explore them. 

A so-called 'New View'1,2 of the kinetics of protein folding has 
emerged during the past few years, resulting from a combination 
of advances in experimental methods that are more informative at 
the atomic level, and from a new conceptual framework due to 
simplified statistical mechanical models. In the new view, folding is 
seen as a parallel flow process of an ensemble of chain molecules. 
In the metaphor of energy landscapes, folding is seen as more like 
the trickle of water down mountainsides of complex shapes, and 
less like the flow through a single gulley. In a nutshell, the new view 
puts more emphasis on ensembles and multiple folding routes and 
less emphasis on specific structures and pathways. 

The 'New View': what's new? 
The groundwork for protein folding kinetics was laid 35 years ago. 
The famous experiments of Christian B. Anfinsen and co-workers 
beginning in the early l 960s3A showed that proteins can fold 
reversibly, implying that the native structures of some small globular 
proteins are thermodynamically stable states, and therefore are con
formations at the global minima of their accessible free energies. But 
Cyrus Levinthal made the argument in the late 1960ss--7, later called 
'Levinthal's paradox'8,9, that there are too many possible conforma
tions for proteins to find the 'needle' (the native structure) in the 
'haystack' (conformational space) by random searching. Levinthal 
concluded that proteins must fold by specific 'folding pathways'. 

Levinthal framed the puzzle as if the two goals-achieving the 
global minimum and doing so quickly-were mutually exclusive. 
These two mutually exclusive options came to be called thermo
dynamic control and kinetic control. Thermodynamic control 
meant that a protein reaches its global minimum in energy and 
that folding is pathway independent (that is, the native structure is 
determined only by the final native conditions and not by the ini

tial denaturing conditions) but it takes a long time because it 
requires an extensive search. Kinetic control meant that folding 
happens quickly (on biological time scales) because it is pathway 
dependent (that is, the final structure could differ depending on 
the denaturing conditions from which folding was initiated) and 
therefore the protein may reach only local optima. Levinthal's 
argument led to a search for folding pathways. 

The view arose that if we could observe intermediate states 
along the folding pathway, we would learn how nature seives so 
quickly through the conformational haystack to find the nee
dle-kinetics experiments might teach us the folding code. The 
modern era of folding experiments began soon after 
Levinthal 's pivotal argument, with the pioneering papers of 
Ikai and Tanford10 and 1Tsong, Baldwin and Elson 11 in 1971 
that began the search for folding intermediates. Immediately 
another puzzle arose: are folding intermediates on-pathway 
(Tsong et al. 11 ) or off-pathway (Ikai and Tanford10)? The 
implication was that only on-pathway intermediates could 
teach us the folding code; off-pathway intermediates were 
uninteresting dead ends. Those papers seeded the large mod
ern enterprise of protein folding kinetics experiments, includ
ing the use of disulphide bonding experiments to trap folding 
intermediates, for example in BPTI (bovine pancreatic trypsin 
inhibitor) 12- 15, and studies of the slowing of folding by proline 
isomerization 16- 19. But it has become dear that the main story 
of protein folding kinetics is not told in the details of disul
phide bonding or proline isomerization. Protein folding inter
mediates and complex kinetics can be observed in the absence 
of disulphide bonds and incorrect praline isomers20,21 . 

To appreciate the differences between what Baldwin refers to as 
the new and classical views2, we must distinguish carefully 
between data, on the one hand, and models for interpreting the 
data, on the other. The new view is based on new models ( dis
cussed below): the classical view is based on simple phenomeno
logical kinetics models. What is the basis for the classical models? 
The raw data are single- or multiple-exponential time decays of 
optical properties that monitor changes in the protein structure 
after a jump to folding or unfolding conditions. When a single 
exponential decay is observed in both folding and unfolding 
directions, kinetics is called 'two-state' because the relaxation 
times and amplitudes can be fit by assuming only a native state N 
and a denatured state D. When multiple exponentials are 
observed, more complex models are required, with more than 
two states, so additional symbols are added into mass-action 
kinetics equations. Each such symbol can stand for an additional 
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intermediate conformation (assumed to be distinguishable from 
native) unfolded, and other intermediate states. Three of the most 
important classical models are: the off-pathway model, described 
by the reaction scheme; 

U ~ N 
t 
X (1) 

the on-pathway model; 

U~X~N (2) 

and the sequential model; 

(3) 

where U represents the fully unfolded denatured state, N the 
native state, and X or I represent intermediate states that have 
properties between those ofU and N. Different models imply dif
ferent interrelationships between relaxation times and ampli
tudes. Models are chosen based on which one gives the best fit to 
the experimental rates and amplitudes. The classical experiments 
generally probe only the average behaviour of the protein, and are 
not able to resolve much atomic detail. 

Although the term pathway appears in both the Levinthal 
argument about microscopic degrees of freedom and in these 
macroscopic phenomenological models, this term embodies two 
very different concepts. Some confusion has arisen from using 
the single term pathway for both microscopic and macroscopic 
ideas. 

The new view derives from advances in both experiment and 
theory. The main experimental advances have been those that give 
faster or more detailed structural information, down to the atomic 
level. These methods include high-resolution hydrogen exchange 
(HX)22- 28, particularly pulsed HX29- 31 , mass spectrometry32-34, 
mutational studies35-38, and fast laser-triggered methods that 
explore very early events in folding39-41• These new techniques 
unmask a rich array of information about folding kinetics that 
was not previously available42. An important class of new stud
ies-of small well-characterized fast-folding two-state proteins 
that do not accumulate any detectable kinetic intermedi
ates43-48-are showing how proteins can fold quickly without the 
guidance of'midwife' intermediate conformations. 

The theoretical advances contributing to the new view are due to 
a class of models that are fairly new to biochemistry. These are sta
tistical mechanics models with highly simplified-most often lat
tice-based-representations of chain geometries and interactions, 
analysed by analytical methods and computer simulations. 
Although such models lack atomic detail, they go beyond the phe
nomenological models in including the main microscopic ingredi
ents of proteins: chain connectivity, flexibility, excluded volume, 
and sequence-dependent intrachain interactions49,50. Modelling is 
not yet feasible for protein folding kinetics at a more atomic level of 
detail because of computational limitations. Whereas phenomeno
logical models use a single symbol each to represent the denatured 
state (D), transition state (T) or intermediate state (I), the statistical 
mechanical models recognize that such macroscopic 'states' are 
really distributions, or ensembles of individual chain conformations. 
In this view, two macroscopic states '/\ and 'B' are not necessarily 
distinct sets of microscopic conformations: many of the same mole
cular configurations may contribute to both macroscopic states. 
Indeed, such distributions can overlap quite substantially. 
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The new view replaces the pathway concept of sequential events 
with the funnel concept of parallel events. The new perspective 
sees folding as a diffusion-like process51- 54, where the motions of 
individual chains are asynchronous, each being buffeted by 
Brownian forces through different sequences of chain conforma
tions, which ultimately all find their ways to the same native struc
ture, in the same way that water flowing along different routes 
down mountainsides can ultimately reach the same lake at the 
bottom. But while the new models are described in a language of 
the microscopic details of the individual chain trajectories (like 
the trails of small water streams down the hillsides), experiments 
see global averages over the details (like a photo from an airplane). 
In common with the classical description, theorists are developing 
ways to express model folding results as stages of a journey by rec
ognizing the identifiable commonalities among the folding trajec
tories of the individual molecules. In the mountainside metaphor, 
modellers are finding ways to recognize when water streams come 
together to run through common gulleys, for example. Some 
hydrophobic clustering may occur early, one secondary structure 
may form before another, a disulphide bond may happen later, 
and so on. It is this description of protein folding as stages of a 
journey that comes closest to capturing experimentalists' meaning 
of the the term pathway. 

The new models use the language of 'folding funnels' and 'ener
gy landscapes'51-65. An energy landscape is just the free energy of 
each conformation as a function of the degrees of freedom, such 
as the dihedral bond angles along the peptide backbone. The ver
tical axis of a funnel (Figs 1-6) represents the 'internal free energy' 
of a given chain configuration (that is, everything except the con
formational entropy): the sum of hydrogen bonds, ion-pairs, tor
sion angle energies, hydrophobic and salvation free energies, and 
so on, for a chain in a particular conformation. (Because such 
terms depend on external conditions, the vertical extent of the 
energy surface will stretch or shrink with temperature or changing 
solvent). The many lateral axes represent the conformational 
coordinates. The high dimensionality of this representation 
reflects the many degrees of freedom of a protein chain. Many 
coordinates, for example the dihedral angles qlp 'lfp q>2, 'lfz, ... , are 
needed to specify a conformation (only two are shown schemati
cally in Figs 1-6). Each conformation is represented by a point on 
the multidimensional energy surface. Conformations that are 
similar geometrically are close to one another on the energy land
scape. Energy landscapes can have many kinds of features. Hills 
correspond to high energy conformations (for example burying 
polar groups in hydrophobic cores, or unfavourable ql'lf angles), 
and valleys are configurations that are more favourable than oth
ers nearby. 

The kinetic process of folding or unfolding a protein can be 
likened to rolling a ball on this energy surface. Upon initiation of 
folding conditions, the protein tends to change its conformation 
in ways that cause its energy to decrease, but it is also constantly 
buffeted into different conformations by Brownian motion. In 
this analogy, each individual protein molecule corresponds to a 
ball rolling on the energy landscape following some particular tra
jectory, winding through the hills and valleys, all the while being 
randomly redirected by Brownian forces. Uphill steps happen too, 
but less often. 

The landscape picture suggests caution in the use of terminolo
gy like pathway, on-pathway and off-pathway, kinetic and equilib
rium control, intermediate state, and transition state, because 
such terminology evokes thinking about specific structures rather 
than ensembles, and this sometimes (but not always) leads to con
ceptual quagmires, as noted below. 
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Fig. 1 The Levinthal 'golf-course' landscape. N is the native conforma
tion. The chain searches for N randomly, that is, on a level playing field 
of energies. 

For example, consider the idea of a 'folding pathway'. Figs 1-3 

illustrate the conceptual difference between pathways and funnels, 
using the energy landscape metaphor. Levinthal's argument that 

random searching would not find the native states corresponds to 

the hypothetical 'flat playing field' or 'golf-course potential' 
shown in Fig. 1. When a ball rolls randomly on a flat course, it 
takes a long time to find, and fall in, the hole. From this perspec
tive, as Levinthal notes, proteins would have a serious search 

problem. 
Fig. 2 uses the energy landscape metaphor again to show how 

Levinthal envisioned that pathways could solve the search prob
lem of Fig. 1. Beginning from a denatured conformation A, a 

pathway embodies the idea that the folding molecule goes 
through a sort of tunnel on the landscape, like water flowing 
down a gutter, to the native structure N. This process is more 

directed than a random search. According to this idea, 'a pathway 
of folding means that there exists a well-defined sequence of 
events which follow one another'5. The gutter represents a partic
ular series of changes in dihedral angles. It may have valleys 
(intermediate states) and/or hills (transition states) on its way to 

the native state. 
The concepts of on-pathway and off-pathway intermediates 

have their roots in images like Fig. 2, which are defined by 
whether such valleys are contained within the gutter, or outside it, 
respectively. But while the pathway idea shown in Fig. 2 handily 

'solves' the search problem embodied in Fig. 1, the physical basis 

for such specific sequences of events is unclear. Moreover, this pic
ture creates an artificial problem, namely the Levinthal dichotomy 
of thermodynamic versus kinetic control, pathway dependence 

versus pathway-independence. The new view recognizes that the 

fundamental problem with Levinthal's solution is the concept of 

'pathway' itself. 
The Levinthal paradox is not a real problem. The 'paradox' is 

little more than a misconception about how any physical, chemi
cal, or biological system that is governed by thermodynamics can 

reach its stable states in measurable times. Thermodynamics texts 
are full of examples of systems having nearly Avogadro's number 
of microscopic degrees of freedom that nevertheless reach stable 

states on observable time scales. The two goals of reaching a global 
energy minimum and doing so quickly are not mutually exclusive. 
The paradox is an artifact of framing the folding problem in terms 
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of the landscape of Fig. 1. A pathway can lead from a specific 
point A to a specific point N, as in Fig. 2. But folding a protein 
does not involve starting from one specific conformation, A. The 
denatured state of a protein is not a single point on the landscape: 
it is all the points on the landscape, except for N. A pathway is too 
limited an idea to explain the flow from everywhere else, the dena
tured ensemble, to one point N. The concept of a pathway is use
ful for explaining the milestones we see in travels along a road or 

along a hiking trail, but not for describing how rain flows down a 
funnel. 

The new view recognizes that the solution to Levinthal's para
dox is 'funnels, not tunnels'55. This view has arisen from work 

on several different models. Folding landscapes do not look like 
Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows an idealized smooth protein folding funnel 

based on an early mean-field lattice model8• Bryngelson and 
Wolynes first explored the bumpiness of protein folding land
scapes in simplified spin-glass based models56,66. Leopold, Montal 

and Onuchic67 first described in some detail how the shape of a 

folding funnel depends on amino acid sequence, by computer 
enumeration of conformations in lattice heteropolyrner models. 
Since the lateral area of an energy landscape at a given depth rep
resents the number of conformations ( or conformational 
entropy) having the given intrachain free energy, the funnel idea is 
simply that as a folding chain progresses toward lower intrachain 
free energies-by increasing compactness, hydrophobic core 
development, intrachain hydrogen bonding, salt-bridge forma
tion, and so forth-the chain's conformational options become 
increasingly narrowed, ultimately toward the one native structure. 
Fig. 3 is an idealization (a landscape without features or bumps) 
showing how the many open conformations might funnel down 

through the fewer compact conformations, and finally to the one 
native conformation. 

Fig. 3 shows how funnels resolve Levinthal's paradox. We can 

draw an analogy between the denatured 'state' and an ensemble of 

skiers distributed over a mountainside. When folding conditions 
are initiated, each skier proceeds down the funnel following his 
own private trajectory. Skiers skiing down funnels reach the glob
al minimum (satisfying Anfinsen's thermodynamic hypothesis), 
by many different routes (not a single microscopic pathway), yet 

A 

N 

Fig. 2 The 'pathway' solution to the random search problem of Fig. 1. A 
pathway is assumed to lead from a denatured conformation A to the 
native conformation N, so conformational searching is more directed 
and folding is faster than for random searching. 
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Fig. 3 a, An idealized funnel landscape. As the chain forms increasing 
numbers of intrachain contacts, and lowers its internal free energy, its 
conformational freedom is also reduced. b, A slice through (a) . In the 
lattice model, black beads represent hydrophobic monomers and white 
beads represent polar monomers, h is the number of hydrophobic con
tacts. Exact enumeration studies show that there are many open confor
mations, fewer compact conformations, and only one conformation 
having h=S. An ensemble of molecules can reach the global minimum of 
free energy (satisfying Anfinsen's thermodynamic hypothesis), and do so 
quickly (satisfying Levinthal's concern), even though each chain follows 
its own route, not a single pathway. 

they do so in a directed and rapid way (satisfying Levinthal's con
cern). Each different denatured conformation progressively 
reconfigures rapidly toward the native conformation, even though 
individual molecules can each follow different sequences of dihe
dral angle changes. By eliminating pathway terminology, this pic
ture eliminates artifactual paradoxes about how folding can be 
both 'pathway' -dependent and 'pathway' -independent at the 
same time. While pathways lead us to think in terms of the 
sequential assembly of specific structures, funnels lead us to think 
in terms of parallel processes and ensembles. 

Folding funnels may not be generally as smooth and simple as 
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 indicates an artist's rendition of another 
possible scenario. The distinction between a pathway and a funnel 
is that a pathway is a one-dimensional route through configuration 
space, whereas a funnel describes the progressive reduction in 
dimensionality of the accessible conformational space, beginning 
from the many degrees of freedom available to denatured chains, 
ultimately down to the nearly complete lack of freedom of the 
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native chain. In short, the funnel metaphor refers not only to 
shapes of real funnels; it refers more broadly to the overall narrow
ing of conformational options in the downward direction as the 
internal free energy of a protein chain decreases. Whereas the path
ways of classical models are hiking trails, the new view proposes 
that multi-dimensional energy landscapes of proteins can have a 
much broader array of shapes, as mountain ranges do, that involve 
hills, valleys, ridges, channels, moguls, plains, valleys inside valleys, 
moats, varying slopes, and ups and downs of all kinds, and higher
dimensional features that are more difficult to describe. Perhaps a 
more accurate description of what's new in the new view is to refer 
to it as the Landscape Perspective and the earlier view as the Path
way Perspective. In this sense, what is new is really just a broaden
ing of the possibilities for how proteins might fold. 

The new view of the transition state 
Two-state fast folding kinetics is described by funnel-shaped land
scapes with no significant kinetic traps. Slow multi-exponential 
folding is represented by bumpy or rugged landscapes, like the 
Himalayan mountains, where it is very difficult for skiers to reach 
the deepest valley directly, because they tend to get caught in bot
toms of valleys at altitudes higher than the lowest point on the 
mountain range. 

In classical chemical kinetics, 'transition state' is a term that 
describes a rate-limiting step. Applied to small-molecule reactions, 
it is a high-energy configuration that is challenging for a system to 
achieve. It is the top of the hill along the reaction pathway, the 
highest point of a mountain pass on the potential energy surface. 
The transition-state picture from small molecule chemistry has 
provided a historical backdrop and a structural perspective for 
interpreting protein folding kinetics. From that perspective, we 
might expect the transition state of folding to correspond to some 
particular 'bottleneck conformation', a hill on a specific reaction 
pathway. But while the new view replaces pathways with moun
tainsides of all types, it also replaces transition states as highest 
bumps on a trail with a broader view of the transition states as 
whatever are the bottleneck processes of flows down different 
mountainsides. The new perspective recognizes that the kinetic 
bottleneck for folding does not necessarily describe specific con
tortions or particular structures of the chain, although the new 
view does not preclude them51• In the new view, 'transition state' is 
fundamentally a concept about rates, not about specific structures. 
If rain flows down a single gulley on a hillside, the bottleneck may 
be a particular obstruction in the gulley. But if rain washes down a 
complex mountainside, then defining its 'reaction coordinate' is 
difficult, and there may be no single bottleneck. The overall flow 
rate may be the integral over many smaller processes. 

Bumpy landscapes lead to multi-state kinetics 
What are the bottlenecks to folding? We return to the analogy of 
skiers on a mountain. Under denaturing conditions, an ensemble 
of skiers is distributed everywhere around the funnel mountain
side. A stopped-flow jump to folding conditions steepens the hill
sides and causes all the skiers to proceed downhill. Each may 
follow a different route. After skiing down a mountainside like 
Fig. 4, skiers enter a rugged landscape of hills and valleys and 
kinetic traps at the bottom, corresponding to the accumulation of 
'misfolded' intermediates. For these proteins, the slow steps arise 
from climbing an uphill slope (brealcing existing favourable con
tacts) after being trapped in local minima (transient intermedi
ates), then reaching a mountain pass, before returning to the next 
downhill search51- 54,s8---6I,63,68--73 (Figs 4, 5). Folding may proceed 
in two or more kinetic phases, often with a fast collapse to a com-
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Fig. 4 A rugged energy landscape with kinetic traps, energy barriers, and 
some narrow throughway paths to native. Folding can be multi-state. 

pact ensemble (skiing down to the traps) followed by slow recon
figuration of kinetically trapped compact non-native conforma
tions into the native structure ( uphill climbing to 'lookout points' 
and skiing down again). In these cases, the transition 'state' is the 
ensemble oflookout-point conformations that have been opened 
up and pulled apart, relative to the compact trapped states from 
which they originated58,59,74_ 

Hence the folding transition state can be many different chain 
conformations. No single mountain pass or lookout point in the 
Himalayas can be considered to be the bottleneck. From a given 
valley, a chain can break different contacts (climb different hills) 
increasing its conformational entropy, before proceeding down
hill again. This does not necessarily imply that folding barriers are 
enthalpy-controlled in these cases, because the total experimental 
entropy includes other contributions than just chain conforma
tional entropy. Uphill climbing does not necessarily mean a full 
opening of the chain; sometimes just a few contacts here or there 
need to be broken for the chain to resume progress toward the 
native state. 

The landscape perspective sees intermediates somewhat differ
ently than is implied by the terms 'on-' or 'off-pathway'. Defining 
intermediates as on-pathways versus off-pathway has often been 
done based on energies, rather than on structures. That is, inter
mediates are called off-pathway if such conformations must break 
bonds, go up hill, and thus become more unfolded in an energetic 
sense before proceeding toward the native state. But on-pathway 
versus off-pathway could also be defined in structural rather than 
energetic terms. For example, when ~-lactoglobulin, a predomi
nantly ~-sheet protein passes through a helical state as it folds75,76, 
this is off-pathway in the structural sense that the folding ensem
ble does not monotonically increase its resemblace to the native 
structure. 

Energy landscapes show that the question of whether a route is 
as direct as possible on a landscape is different from whether it 
involves uphills or downhills. For example, Fig. 5 shows a Moat 
Landscape, indicating a funnel-like 'throughway' path for the A 
routes and an obligatory kinetic trap for the B routes59, a splitting 
that has been referred to as 'kinetic partitioning' by Thirumalai7°. 
This may correspond to hen egg white lysozyme, studied by Chris 
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Dobson and his colleagues31·33, in which there is a subpopulation 
of chains that undergo overall fast folding (the A routes), and 
another subpopulation that forms the a-helical domain quickly 
but the ~-sheet domain slowly (the B routes). In classical termi
nology, the Moat intermediate shown in Fig. 5 would be called 
off-pathway, since the chain exits the moat trap by an uphill step 
and breakage of contacts, partially denaturing before refolding. 
But in the landscape view, these traps are as direct and 'on-route' 
as is possibly achievable for that part of the chain population. 
Moreover, in the landscape picture, intermediates are 'slowing
down places' on mountainsides-the chain gets stuck in moats, 
behind hills, lost in meadows, trapped in moguls or cul-de-sacs, 
and so forth, a much broader spectrum of options than is implied 
by the binary choice between on-pathway and off-pathway. 

Another conceptual puzzle that is readily rationalized within 
the new view regards chaperonin proteins. From a structural per
spective, the central question of Hsp 60 chaperonin action might 
be: how can a single type of chaperonin protein, such as GroEL, 
'recognize' the transition state structures of different substrate 
proteins-rubisco, dihydrofolate reductase77,78, and others? From 
the classical perspective that emphasizes specific structures, one 
expects the folding transition states to be different from one sub
strate protein to the next. But the landscape perspective shows 
how folding can be accelerated without 'molecular recognition'. 
To catalyse folding, a chain may merely need to be pulled apart 
nonspecifically, bringing it uphill on an energy landscape79-82. 
One way to help a skier find the lowest point on a mountain range 
is to just keep dragging him uphill, in random directions by trial 
and error, and let him ski down again. This strategy is universal 
for any protein. It doesn't depend on the shape of a mountain 
range or an energy landscape. That is, pulling apart one protein to 
let it attempt to refold is not much different than pulling apart 
another, a process that has been called 'iterative annealing'8D,81. 

Some smoother funnels describe two-state kinetics 
For fast two-state kinetics, involving no significant kinetic traps, 
the bumps and ruggedness are probably much less important 
than for multistate folding. For these cases, the mountainside is 
more like a funnel, flat at the top and steeper and deeper toward 

A 

N 
Fig. 5 Moat Landscape, to illustrate how a protein could have a fast
folding throughway process (A), in parallel with a slow-folding process 
(Bl involving a kinetic trap. 
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Fig. 6 Champagne Glass Landscape, to illustrate how conformational 
entropy can cause free energy barriers to folding. The 'bottleneck' or 
rate limit to folding is the aimless wandering on the flat plateau as the 
chain tries to find its way downhill. 

the native structure. What is the rate-limiting process for such 
two-state folding? What slows down each skier is just the snow 
along the way. Skiing to the bottom of the hill is intrinsically limit
ed by the size and slope of the hill, the number of obstacles, and 
the Brownian buffeting. Just as skiing down any mountain takes 
time, even when there is no specific obstacle that can be held solely 
responsible, likewise fast two-state folding can be a process in 
which the chains slosh around in solvent seeking better structures, 
with no specific bottleneck conformation. A chain configuration 
that is called 'denatured' at the beginning of the process (some 
point on the landscape) can also be visited by other chains as they 
flow down to the native state. 

Since the idea of 'transition state' is really about rate limits 
and bottlenecks, it includes all the conformations that are passed 
through on the way to the native state73 , because they are all 
responsible for determining the rate. Thus the transition state 
ensemble and the denatured state ensemble are identical in this 
idealized case! This does not preclude the possibility that differ
ent conformations may have quite different effects on the overall 
folding rate. It just means that the rate limiting steps are not 
necessarily confined to the formation of a highly restricted set of 
conformations. Model calculations show that folding on some 
smooth funnel landscapes is two-state: collapse and folding 
essentially coincide in an approximately single-exponential 
process69,73,83- 86. Chain organization can be quite a complex 
function of depth in landscapes, even in simple model land
scapes. Kinetics on model smooth funnels can sometimes be 
more complicated (N.D. Socci, personal communication). 

For two-state kinetics, transition states may involve free energy 
barriers due to conformational entropy. What are conformational 
entropy barriers? Fig. 6 shows a Champagne Glass Landscape, to 
illustrate bottlenecks due to conformational entropy. A skier is 
delayed en route to the bottom by aimless searching on the flat 
meadow to find the remaining route downhill. That is, the chain 
is lost in configuration space and must spend time searching for 
ways downhill. (This corresponds to a process that goes 'uphill in 
free energy' to overcome a 'free energy barrier' in conventional 
terminology, which just means that the process is slow relative to 
some reference rate.) For protein folding, this might correspond 
to the conformational meandering of a long loop of polar residues 
that will ultimately bring two hydrophobic clusters together. The 
idea of entropy barriers is not new: diffusion-controlled processes 
have been studied for manyyears87- 90. 
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How do energy landscapes help us interpret experiments? The 
central experimental results on two-state kinetics are chevron 
plots of denaturant effects on rates, and Arrhenius plots of tem
perature effects on rates. In the energy landscape picture, chang
ing the solvent or temperature toward more native-like conditions 
has the effect of stretching down the energy surface as if it were a 
rubber sheet. 

Under weakly folding conditions, the funnel is shallow (the 
native structure is not strongly favoured by intrachain interac
tions), so at equilibrium the protein tends to spend most of its 
time meandering around the upper part of the funnel where 
there are more accessible chain conformations, and folding is 
slow because the chain meanders quite aimlessly down the shal
low slope. But under more native-like conditions, the funnel is 
stretched down. As a result, the Brownian buffeting is not strong 
enough to keep the protein in the upper part of the funnel for 
long, and most of the molecules move down towards the native 
state. Folding is fast because the slope is steep, and skiers are 
directed strongly toward the bottom. 

Fig. 7 shows predictions of chevron plots and temperature
dependences from lattice simulations, and corresponding 
experiments35,91- 94 for qualitative comparison. The statistical 
mechanical models can rationalize non-Arrhenius rate 
laws51 ,59,60,63 ,73 , chevron plots73, mutational effects51 ,59,63 ,95 , 

kinetic traps, barriers51 ,58- 61 ,63, chaperonin action79- 82 , the 
apparent 'pathways' in some protein folding experiments51 , 

and the relation of equilibrium properties and fluctuations to 
kineticsS l-54,61,62,71,85,86,96-98. 

How is the shape of an energy landscape determined by the 
amino acid sequence? One hypothesis is that collapse happens 
by 'hydrophobic zipping'63,99, an opportunistic process in 
which local contacts (those nearby in the sequence) form first, 
drawing in new contacts, which create still other and increas
ingly nonlocal contacts, and opportunities for other intrachain 
interactions, and so on. Helices and turns and other local 
structures would be the first to zip. As the chain moves ever 
lower in internal free energy, the developing intrachain con
tacts reduce the conformational entropy. Hydrophobic zipping 
is nothing but steepest descent on landscapes, because it 
defines routes involving minimal entropy loss per step down
hill on the energy landscape. 

Do proteins fold by nucleation? Theoretical modelling is not 
yet clear on this point. Recently, it has been proposed that fold
ing of some small proteins such as chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 
(Cl2) proceeds by a nucleation mechanism, with a highly specific 
nucleus as the transition state37,38,44,100. However, a more recent 
study of mutational data and model calculations shows that the 
kinetic bottleneck in CI2 folding may be better described as a 
broad ensemble of conformations in which different native con
tacts have different degrees of participation 1°1. 

What is notable about the transition states of folding, 
according to the new view, is not that they are specific struc
tures, but that they are ensembles58,59,62,73 • The classical view 
focuses on specific structure (which experiments see), whereas 
the new view is an ensemble perspective that recognizes the 
importance of disorder and that random processes and wrong 
steps are also major contributors to folding speed. According 
to the new models, small changes in the solvent or temperature 
can often lead to continuous subtle changes in the populations 
of these molecular configurations. Such subtlety is not recog
nized in the classical modelling, where whole new symbols like 
11 or 12 are invoked whenever data is not accounted for by sim
pler models. 
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The new models 
We all use models-not just theorists, but 
experimentalists as well. When we write 
down an equilibrium constant K for any 
reaction A s;= B, or a mass-action rate law, 
or when we postulate that K is a ratio of 
rate constants, we are using models and 
making assumptions that are often implicit 
and seemingly innocuous. Even simple 
equilibrium and mass action expressions 
are not direct transcriptions of data. They 
are full of implications, and based on 
assumptions: sometimes about two states, 
or assumed intermediates, or about path-
ways. Or they neglect certain complica
tions, like side reactions or nonidealities, or 
they suppose denatured states are open 
random confirmations, or they assume the 
constancy of equilibrium and rate 'con
stants', or they approximate or neglect the 
temperature dependences of enthalpies or 
heat capacities, or they assume idealized 
limiting laws (ideal gas law, Raoult's law, 
Henry's law, and so on)-even when reality 
is more complex. 

The new view is based on models that do 
not assume single or multiple exponential 
behaviour. These models do not assume 
distinct identifiable macroscopic states, to 
which a label such as Ip I2, U, D and so on, 
can be attached. The new models do not 
assume that macroscopic states are inde
pendent of conditions ( that is, unchanged 
by temperature, denaturants, pH, salt, and 
so forth). The new models do not assume 
pathways or intermediates, on- or off-path
way. 

The new models differ from the classical 
models in capturing some of the molecular 
nature of proteins. The new models recog
nize the polymeric connectivity of the 
chain; that proteins are made of different 
monomers and have sequence-specific 
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Fig. 7 The chevron plot (upper) and temperature (T) dependence of folding and unfolding rates 

(lower), calculated from a two-dimensional square-lattice model with the sequence shown in its 

unique native structure are shown on the left. The chevron plot (upper) and temperature depen· 

dence of folding and unfolding rates from experiments3S.43 (lower) are on the right. In the model, 

there is no one particular structure that is the transition state barrier. In the 'HP+' model used in 

the panels on the left, every native hydrophobic-hydrophobic contact is favoured by e (<0), other 

native contacts are neutral, and every nonnative contact is disfavoured by -£ (details of this 

model are given in ref. 73). k, is relaxation rate, h is Planck's constant, and k8 is Boltzmann's con

stant. Circles and triangles in the upper left panel represent folding and unfolding, respectively. 

Filled symbols are folding and unfolding relaxation rates measured under conditions that are 

favourable for folding and unfolding, respectively. The extrapolated straight lines from the 

chevron plot show approximate folding and unfolding rates as a function of hydrophobic contact 

energy. Since the hydrophobic contact energy varies approximately linearly with concentration of 

the denaturant GdnHCI (refs. 49, 106) the model results in the upper left may be compared to 

experimental chevron plots of relaxation rates versus denaturant concentration. The upper right 

panel shows the chevron plot for chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 at 25 •c (adapted from ref. 43). In the 

lower left panel, temperature dependence of the model folding and unfolding rates (k) are com

puted using the temperature dependence of the hydrophobic interaction 107. The lower right 

panel shows experimental results for T4 lysozyme (adapted from ref. 35). 

interactions; that protein compactness is limited by excluded vol

ume; that the native states of proteins are often unique stable 

states. They permit unbiased explorations of the full ensemble of 

all conformations available to the chain. Even though lattice mod
els treat larger numbers of entities- the many chain conforma

tions-than do phenomenological models, which treat only a few 

macroscopic-symbol states, the statistical mechanical models tend 

to use fewer adjustable parameters. Phenomenological multi

exponential models tend to have at least six adjustable rate and 

amplitude parameters. Some minimal lattice models use only one 

parameter49•63. 

probably not truly applicable to any real protein, but useful as a 

'limiting-law' tool for conceptualizing chevron plots and other 

aspects of folding. Figs 1-6 are artist's renditions, not results from 

any actual simulation. The landscape metaphor is mainly useful 

for illustrating principles, designing new experiments, and posing 

new questions, not for details. No theory or simulation yet com

putes the folding kinetics for lysozyme. Modelling does not yet 

show whether the rate limiting step in folding is the same as in 

unfolding93,102,103. There is not yet agreement on how to establish 

a single reaction coordinate. It is not fully clear how mutations 
might affect the apparent 'position' of the transition state along 

the reaction coordinate37,38,44• Nor is it clear whether nucleation is 

a property of a particular model or a particular amino acid 

sequence. Much remains to be learned about how to relate kinetic 

to thermodynamic intermediates. It is not really clear what con

straints there are on our use of 'artist's renditions' when we draw 

fictitious landscape pictures. The advantage of the classical view 
was the small number of models to choose from. The disadvan

tage of the new view is the virtually unlimited array of energy 

landscape shapes and physical models that underlie them. The 

Of course the new models also have limitations, assumptions 

and simplifications: they neglect atomic detail, they involve short

ened chains, simplified energies and chain representations, and 

sometimes they are two-dimensional (Fig. 7). Reaching beyond 

the new view will require a next generation of models that can still 

broadly explore conformational and sequence spaces while being 
more faithful to structural details. 

Modelling using landscape ideas is only at a very elementary 

stage. The perfect funnel is an idealization, like the ideal gas law-
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enterprise of model building has only 
begun to scratch the surface, for determin
ing how the landscape shape (and thus the 
folding dynamics) depends on physical 
interactions, model, and amino acid 
sequence. While these models address 
some principles of folding kinetics, they are 
not yet recipes for predicting native struc
tures from amino acid sequences. 

A wish list for experimentalists 
How can we test the new view, or disprove 
it and move on to the Even Newer View? 
The new view is not a single model or pre
diction; it is a perspective and a language 
based on energy landscapes. Here we pro
pose a wish list of experiments that could 
help determine the shapes of protein fold
ing landscapes. 

1. Distinguishing pathways from funnels. 

perspective 

when one occurs, does the other also invari
ably occur? Irrespective of what property is 
measured, the main point is that the dis
tinction between the new and classical 
views will be found in some measure of the 
correlations among chain properties, rather 
than in their average values alone. A 
promising prospect is the combination of 
mass spectrometry experiments in conjunc
tion with hydrogen exchange labelling32-34. 

At the top of our wish list are experiments 
that could describe the correlations among 
the many degrees of freedom within a pro
tein molecule. For illustration, consider a 
property 0;, for amino acid i=l, 2, ... . , n in a 
protein having n amino acids. For example 
0; might be a backbone dihedral angle, t/>; or 
'I';· We could distinguish pathways from 
funnels by measurements of correlations 
among such properties. That is, if a protein 

Fig. 8 Measuring correlations, for example 
between the fluctuations of two bond angles 
0; and 9i, should help determine whether 
degrees of freedom are synchronized, as in the 
pathway model, or asynchronous at first and 
becoming more synchronized later. 

2. Barriers on the landscapes. While the 
folding process is a transition from one 
macroscopic state to another, say denatured 
to native, we hope experimentalists will 
develop ways to measure transition rates 
among more microscopic subpopulations, 
for example between the native and 'first 
excited' states. The conformations of pro
teins can be classified in analogy with quan
tum mechanical energy ladders, with the 
native state at the bottom rung. The first 
excited conformations are slightly higher in 
internal free energy, due to some broken 
noncovalent bonds. The importance of the 
first excited conformations of proteins is 
that they are the main thermal fluctuations 
of the protein under native conditions. Sec
ond excited state conformations are at the 
next higher rung on the energy ladder, and 

folds by a pathway, then whenever an amino acid, say number J 0 
in the sequence, has a particular value of its bond angle 010= <Xo, 
then all the other bond angles in the chain will also have particular 
characteristic values. But if proteins fold by idealized perfect fun
nels, then the fluctuation of 0w around its mean value at a given 
time during folding will not be correlated with the corresponding 
fluctuation of 027 or any other bond angle. In reality, we expect 
correlations between fluctuations of variables such as 0; and 8i in 
real proteins to be intermediate between these two extreme cases, 
and to change with time as folding proceeds. 

Measuring these correlations requires measuring distributions 
of populations, not commonly done, not just measuring the aver
ages observed in most experiments. That is, since folding is coop
erative, it means that the ensemble average value (027) will 
naturally proceed toward its native value over the same time course 
that (0w) proceeds towards its native value. This is not the correla
tion we seek. Rather, we ask whether the fluctuations in 027 corre
late with the fluctuations in 010> that is, whenever there is a 
transient increase in 010' there is, say, a transient decrease in 027. 1n 
mathematical terms, we seek the ensemble averages of correlation 
quantities such as (0; 8i) (Fig. 8). The aim is to observe how folding 
reduces the dimensionality of the conformational space, and how 
the different degrees of freedom become increasingly correlated 
until no freedom remains. The funnel perspective expects few cor
relations early in the folding process, and increasing amounts or 
correlation as folding proceeds. 

Our description above applies to some property of each 
monomer i, like a dihedral angle. Other examples of monomer 
properties include the solvent environment or degree of burial, 
which can be measured by fluorescence or hydrogen exchange pro
tection. Of equal interest are pairwise quantities like contacts or 
distances between monomers i and j. In this case, is a contact, say 
(i, i+3) correlated with some other contact, say (j, j+3)? That is, 
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so on. NMR measurements of the rates of 
hydrogen exchange can determine the populations of the first few 
excited states, based on the EX2 exchange mechanism22-25,104_ To 
determine the kinetic barriers on the energy landscapes, we hope 
to know not just the populations of these excited states, but also 
the transition rates between them. Perhaps such data could be 
obtained by the so-called EX 1 mechanism 105, or by other methods. 

Another experiment on our wish list is a way to probe the 
bumpiness of energy landscapes. If a landscape is a smooth funnel, 
then small fluctuations (from native) in energy must lead to small 
changes in structure; see the left side of Fig. 9. This is the traditional 
view of protein fluctuations as 'small wiggles'. But a bumpy land
scape means that when a native molecule undergoes its normal 
thermal fluctuations, which are small in energy, it could undergo 
large changes in structure to "conformational distant relatives"1.05. 

Perhaps a ~-sheet protein occasionally fluctuates into a helix. To 
search for conformational distant relatives will require new types 
of experiments. If the first excited conformations of a protein 
include many small wiggles and a few conformational distant rela
tives, then the averages over the first excited states such as those 
seen by HX will be very insensitive to the distant relatives. We hope 
for ways to trap individual fluctuations, particularly those that are 
very non-native in conformation, and that are only fleetingly pre
sent under native conditions. Another way to map out the sizes 
and locations of basins on energy landscapes is to explore how the 
folding kinetics depend on various different initial conditions45,48. 

3. The view from the high vistas. The tops of folding funnels 
have been difficult to study because the first stages of folding hap
pen faster than the millisecond deadtimes of most stopped-flow 
experimental measurements. Until recently, most experiments 
explored mainly the big barriers and the bottoms of funnels. But 
faster experiments in which laser temperature jumps synchronize 
folding on nanosecond and microsecond time scales have recently 
become feasible39--41. Unfortunately, current detectors give little 
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Fig. 9 If landscapes are smooth, then native proteins should have small 
fluctuations, but if landscapes are rugged, then native proteins could 
fluctuate to very different conformations. Small changes in energy could 
lead to large changes in structure. 

atomic detail. Another item on our wish list is high-resolution data 

from these fast experiments. 
4. Skiing down the slopes. What are the slopes of landscapes? 

What limits the rates of the fastest folding proteins? Eyring theory 
for the reaction rate k of small molecule chemical reactions, 

kBT ( t.Gi) 
k=-exp - -

h kBT 
(4) 

is sometimes applied to protein folding, where kBT is Boltzmann's 
constant times absolute temperature and h is Planck's constant. 

The front factor, kllT!h, in this expression describes the fastest 
velocity the reaction could achieve when there is no free energy 
barrier, that is when LiG*=O. For chemical reactions in the gas 
phase, the limiting rate is the speed of a single bond vibration, 

hence the factor k8T!h. But the Eyring theory, and the front factor 
knT!h, are not appropriate for protein folding, which involves a 

collapsing molecule in a solvent, not a chemical bond formation 
in a vacuum. Other rate theory models are available for small 

molecule reactions, that indicate how the front factors might 
depend on solvent viscosities87- 90; perhaps generalizations of 
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these will be useful for proteins. We hope experimentalists will tell 
us the following. What is the fastest speed a protein can fold? How 
does the fastest folding speed depend on viscosity? This will help 
discriminate folding processes that happen while the chain is sol
vated, from those that happen after the chain has excluded sol
vent. Is the maximum folding speed different for helix bundles 
versus ~-sheet proteins, or other tertiary structures? This should 
lead to better theoretical models for the rate-limiting slopes of 
energy landscapes. 

Summary 
While the classical view of protein folding kinetics relies on phe
nomenological models, and regards folding intermediates in a 
structural way, the new view emphasizes the ensemble nature of 

protein conformations. Although folding has sometimes been 
regarded as a linear sequence of events, the new view sees folding 
as parallel microscopic multi-pathway diffusion-like processes. 
While the classical view invoked pathways to solve the problem of 
searching for the needle in the haystack, the pathway idea was then 
seen as conflicting with Anfinsen's experiments showing that fold
ing is pathway-independent (Levinthal's paradox). In contrast, the 
new view sees no inherent paradox because it eliminates the path
way idea: folding can funnel to a single stable state by multiple 

routes in conformational space. The general energy landscape pic
ture provides a conceptual framework for understanding both 
two-state and multi-state folding kinetics. Better tests of these ideas 
will come when new experiments become available for measuring 

not just averages of structural observables, but also correlations 
among their fluctuations. At that point we hope to learn much 
more about the real shapes of protein folding landscapes. 

Note added in proof Our wish number 4 is already being 
addressed108.1°9. An upper limit of - (lµs)- 1 on the rate of protein 
folding has recently been proposed based on new experiments on the 
rate of intrachain diffusion108• 
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